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Abstract A set of processing conditions for cold spray

deposition of an embedded particle layer on a polymer

substrate has been established using a dynamic impact

model and verified experimentally. This research utilizes a

three-network polymer model based on high strain-rate

impact tests to capture the nonlinear and time-dependent

response of polymer deformation during the cold spray

impact with both rigid and deformable particles. The par-

ticle’s material properties, particle velocity, and particle

size were systematically studied to obtain the polymer

deformation’s various responses from finite element anal-

ysis. Particle impact velocity was experimentally measured

with a double disk rotary system. The numerical results

were mapped into diagrams and validated with the exper-

imental results of cold spraying Cu and Al2O3 powders.

This research contributes to quantifying the deposition

window, which embeds but still exposes metallic/ceramic

powders on a polymer substrate.

Keywords cold spray � deposition window � FEA �
particle � polymer � three-network polymer model

Introduction

Cold spraying metal or ceramic particles on polymer sub-

strates may increase the anti-abrasive, anti-bacterial, and

anti-corrosion of the polymer substrate. Cold-sprayed par-

ticles do not require pre-heating, and thus, benefit from any

powder coating without the involvement of oxidation. The

cold spray technique provides easy maneuverability of the

sprayed pattern, a large coating area of surface, and no high

spraying temperature requirement. These advantages ben-

efit industrial efficiency and provide an affordable, robust,

and rapid method for coating applications (Ref 1, 2).

Prior studies (Ref 3) have reported that the primary

method of providing adhesion of a cold-sprayed coating

onto a polymer substrate uses mechanical interlocks of the

metal/ceramic particles onto the substrate. Particles within

the substrate generally preserved their original shape. Cold

spraying of copper (Cu) particles onto substrates such as

polyurethane, high-density polyethylene, polypropylene,

polyamide 6, polytetrafluoroethylene, and polycarbonate

showed a general trend that increasing spray pressure

allowed deeper penetration, which could be enacted by

increasing the propelling gas pressure. However, particle

penetration and subsequent layer deposition were influ-

enced by the polymer jetting around the embedded Cu

particle. Jetting caused the material to cover the Cu particle

and further continue on the polymer substrate’s metalliza-

tion. The plastic deformation of the polymer has a signif-

icant impact on the penetration depth. A previous study

(Ref 4) has modeled the metal particle impacting a polymer

substrate in cold spray coating using the Johnson–Cook

plasticity model in the finite element analysis (FEA). The

complexities of the deformation behavior of metals and

polymer high strain rates make the prediction of particle

embedding and substrate deformation challenging and
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often results in developing a process parameter window for

cold spraying onto the polymer substrate via a trial error

process.

The mechanical response of many polymers at high

strain rates is available in literature (Ref 5-12). Typically

testing equipment such as Hopkinson bar, Taylor Impact,

and Transverse Impact is used to conduct polymer defor-

mation strain rates to validate the polymer model. Some

studies (Ref 13) also incorporate polymer impact testing at

a low strain rate with temperature consideration. Models

for describing large strain polymer network deformation

include the eight-chain model, the full network, and the

cross-link–slip-link model (Ref 14). A thorough derivation,

verification, and validation have been done (Ref 15-18).

The polymer network model can be arranged in series or

parallels to describe the large strain deformation and strain

rate dependence of polymer deformation. The three-net-

work polymer model was used in this study as it suffi-

ciently describes a semicrystalline polyamide 6,6 under

large plastic deformation (Ref 8).

Cold spray deposition still faces difficulties in coating

metals on polymer substrates. Typically, a single particle

can impinge on the polymer substrate and either embed or

recoil from the substrate. Continuous particle coating on a

polymer substrate remains challenging and recoil. Gener-

ally not only wastes the powders but destroys the already

coated surface. Prior studies have addressed a qualitative

process window for spraying (Ref 2, 19). Still, the lack of

understanding between the coating process’s connection

and the material structure (as-sprayed substrate) remains.

Many simulations to predict process parameters consider

metal (particles) impacting metal (substrates) (Ref 19-22).

These simulation results demonstrated that particle/sub-

strate morphology changed with increase in velocity and

addressed the kinetic energy to initiate the bonding

between the interface. However, quantitative simulation for

metal/ceramic to polymer coating remains relatively

unexplored.

To address the above issue, the current study uses a

polymer model implemented in an FEA code to capture the

response of metal and ceramic particles impacting a

polyamide substrate, and to define conditions where the

particle (both those which may deform, Cu, and those

unlikely to plastically deform, here chosen as ceramics for

a stiff model particle) will embed and provide a basis for

subsequent will adhered coatings. The polymer model used

was based on experimental high strain-rate impact results.

A range of parameters such as particle velocity, particle

size, and the material property was studied to understand

the influence of mechanical attachment of the particle onto

the polymer substrate. The FEA’s numerical results were

compared and validated with experimental results

measurements of embedded/adhered metal and ceramic

particles.

Experimental Procedure

Material Selection and Process

Two types of commercial powders were used in this study:

aluminum oxide (Al2O3) and Cu. Both suppliers specified a

minimum purity of 99.99%. The average particle size was

measured by a Malvern Morphologi G3-ID particle shape

analyzer (Malvern Instruments Ltd, UK), and the results

are listed in Table 1. Figure 1 shows the spherical mor-

phology of Al2O3 and Cu taken from the scanning elec-

tronic microscopy (SEM, JEOL-6500F) and does show the

presence of some satellite particles on the alumina, which

charge during imaging conditions.

The substrate chosen for this study was a polyamide 6,6

sheet with a thickness of 3.175 mm (ePlastic Co., USA).

The polyamide 6,6 was cut into strip coupons according to

the ASTM D638-14 (Ref 23). Cold spray deposition was

carried out using a low-pressure Cold Spray K205/407R

model made by Rus Sonic Technology, Inc. The air pres-

sure was connected through the converging-diverging (CD)

nozzle. The input pressure into the cold spray nozzle was

adjusted following the target particle velocity. The distance

between the spray nozzle to the polymer substrate is set as

30 mm, gun traverse speed 10 mm/sec. The spray gun was

fixed to the z-axis while allowing the nozzle to move freely

only on the x and y-axis. The microstructure of the as-

sprayed specimens was investigated using the scanning

electronic microscopy (SEM, JEOL-6500F).

Two-Disk (Plate)rotary System

In defining the process window for creating a well-adhered

coating on a polymer substrate in the case where the par-

ticles embedded in the substrate, the particle velocity is a

crucial model input, and so rather than assume linearity

with applied gas pressure, this research chose to measure

the particle velocity with a simple device. Figure 2 shows

the setup of the two-disk rotary system for particle velocity

measurement. The two-disk rotating system consists of a

shaft with two plates of a fixed separation distance on the

metal rod, based on prior instruments used to measure shot

velocity in peening operations (Ref 24) research. To cap-

ture the particle velocity expected for cold spray (which is

higher than in shot peening processes), a minimum speed

of 10000 RPM was used to capture the particle impact

velocity. An example of the cold spray Cu particle onto the

second plate is shown in Fig. 3.
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This cold spray system’s input air pressure (i.e., pre-

nozzle) was between 0.4 and 0.65 MPa. The two plates

rotate at 10,000 RPM, and a tachometer was used (Extech

RPM 33) to measure the rotational speed. The distance

between the cold spray nozzle to the second plate is 33

mm. While the two-disk plate system was rotating, the

particles were sprayed through a notch on the first plate,

leading to deposition onto the second plate. The angle

Table 1 Feedstock powders properties

Powders Morphology Supplier Density, g/cm3 Particle size range, lm (Vendor) D50, lm (Measured)

Al2O3 Spherical Inframat Advanced Materials Inc. 3.95 5–45 10

Cu Spherical Chemical Store Inc. 8.96 5–44 36

Fig. 1 SEM images of (a) Al2O3, (b) Cu

Fig. 2 The setup of the two

disk rotary system
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differences were to be measured compared to the first and

the second plate. The particle impact velocity, V, is

V ¼ p � n � S0

n
ðEq 1Þ

where n is the rotational velocity of the disk (rad/min), S0

path of a particle between the first and the second plate, and

n the angle differences from the initial position

Cu particles were used to quantify the input pressure

correlation with particle impact velocity, as shown in

Fig. 4. Five different input pressures values within 0.4 to

0.65 MPa were tested for particle velocity. Each set was

done five times, and the standard deviation was plotted

along with the average. In the experiment, a range of

particles is cold sprayed through the plate. It is noteworthy

to mention that the average particle impact velocity likely

depends on many factors such as particle size, nozzle

stand-off distance, driving gas condition, and is nonlinear

in our current system, demonstrating the need to measure

velocity if that is to be one of the parameters in the model.

The observed 10% standard deviation is typical for this

type of measurement compared to other published research

results (Ref 24, 25).

Numerical Method

Material Model

Cold spray deposition of Cu particles on polyamide 6,6

substrate was simulated using a three-network polymer

model from references (Ref 7, 15-18); this model consists

of three parts (molecular networks) connected in parallel

(Ref 26). A schematic representation of the model is shown

in Fig. 5. The three networks are stated as A, B, and C. The

first two parallel networks A and B described the

semicrystalline’s initial deformation and the amorphous

domains. It is assumed that the temperature is constant at

room temperature 273 K. In contrast, network C represents

a substantial strain response after the initial response from

the first two parallel networks A and B. The rigorous cal-

ibration and the validation of the three-network polymer

model have already been done by others (Ref 7, 8, 15-

18, 27). The available results produce from the high strain

rate of polyamide 6,6 to calibrate the three-network poly-

mer model for the cold-sprayed polymer substrate. The

following constitutive equation is shown in:

rA ¼ lA

JeAk
e�

A

�
L�1 k

e�
A

kL

� �

L�1 1
kL

� � � dev be
�

A

� �
þ j JeA � 1

� 	
I ðEq 2Þ

rB ¼ lB

JeBk
e�

B

�
L�1 k

e�
B

kL

� �

L�1 1
kL

� � � dev be
�

B

� �
þ j JeB � 1

� 	
I ðEq 3Þ

rC ¼ lC
Jkchain

�
L�1 kchain

kL

� �

L�1 1
kL

� � � dev be
�� �
þ j J � 1ð ÞI ðEq 4Þ

where JeA ¼ det Fe
A

� �
,be

�
A ¼

Je
�2=3

A Fe
AðFe

AÞ
T
,�ke�A ¼ tr be

�
A =3

� �1=2
� �

,L xð Þ ¼ coth xð Þ � 1
x l,

lA and lC are the shear modulus of network A and net-

work C, kL is the locking stretch, lBi and lBf are the

initial and final shear modulus of network B, and j is the

bulk modulus.

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the total effects of the Cauchy

stress in the polymer system are given by the sum of the

Fig. 3 The experiment result shows the coating marked on the second

plate

Fig. 4 The measured output of particle velocity as a function of input

air pressure for this cold spray system
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stresses in the three-network polymer model. The material

constants were formulated from the experimental results of

a Split-Hopkinson pressure bar test applied to the polymer

substrate. The material constants were optimized, and the

material constants showed an R2 fitting of 0.974 compared

with the experimental results plotted in Fig. 5(b). The

material constants used in the current study are given in

Table 2. Engineering stress with time is plotted in Fig. 5(c).

The input of the experiment results has a strain rate of 3000

s-1. A range of polymer strain rate 1000-3000 s-1 was used

as an input to make sure the material constants agree well

with the experimental results. While still having a good

fitting with the experiment results, the material constants

might vary. Although specific input ranges are adjusted for

each material constant, the various output would still show

a potentially good fit with the experimental results. Mul-

tiple trials were conducted to narrow down the parameter

ranges. In this study, Drucker stability was tested to eval-

uate the consistency of the material constant for the three-

network polymer model. The material constants with the

highest uniaxial compression strain range were chosen,

ranging from 0 to -0.7. The true strain versus true stress

was plotted for various strain rates from 1 s-1 to 105 s-1 in

Fig. 5(d).

The simulation of a single Cu particle impacting the

metal substrate has been widely studied (Ref 21, 28).

Results show that the Preston–Tonks–Wallace (PTK)

model does well results capturing the metal deformation

geometry after cold spray impact (Ref 29, 30). Other

alternatives, such as modifying the Johnson–Cook (J–K)

model at a specific range of strain rate, accommodate the

stress softening during high-speed impact (Ref 31-33).

The J–K plasticity model has been assigned to describe

the Cu particle’s deformation when it impacts the polymer

substrate. The metal particle plastic deformation is not the

Fig. 5 (a) Schematic of the

constitutive models for

polyamide, (b) stress vs. strain,

(c) stress vs. time, (d) stress vs.

strain at a strain rate range from

- 100 to - 107

Table 2 Material constants used in the three-network model (poly-

amide substrate)

Material property Material constants

lA (MPa) 94.124

kL 3.59

Kappa (MPa) 5000

lBi (MPa) 367.67

lBf (MPa) 116.68

b 9.16

lc 5.53 9 10-5
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focus in this study because of the particle impinging into a

soft material; less to no plastic deformation should occur

on the metal particles. Thus, using the J–K plasticity model

should be sufficient. The material constants for the material

model are listed in Table 3. The Cu material deformation

used the J–K plasticity model that considers the strain

hardening, strain rate hardening, and thermal softening.

The formula is described as:

r ¼ Aþ Ben½ � 1 þ C ln _e�½ � 1 � T�m½ � ðEq 5Þ

where A is yield stress, B is hardening constant, C is strain

rate constant, n is hardening exponent, m is thermal soft-

ening exponent, and T is temperature variation

A calibrated Drucker–Prager plasticity model, with the

equation of state and Johnson–Cook rate dependence, was

used to describe the Al2O3 impacting on the polymer

substrate in the FEA simulation (which expected to show

little if any plastic deformation). The material constants

were taken from the Johnson–Holmquist (JH-2) ceramic

material models and rearranged the Drucker–Prager plas-

ticity model’s equations to describe the Al2O3 particle

impacting on the polymer substrate (Ref 34-37). The

Drucker–Prager exponent yield criterion is provided as

(6)):

F ¼ aqb � p� pt ðEq 6Þ

and (7):

pt ¼ arbC � rC
3

ðEq 7Þ

where a and b are material parameters, pt is the hardening

parameter, and rC is uniaxial compression stress

Rearranging equation (6) shows Eq 8:

q ¼ 1

a
1
b

Pþ Ptð Þ
1
b ðEq 8Þ

Equation 8 has a similar expression compared with the JH-

2 model, and therefore comparing the equation of the JH-2

model, the engineering constants are calculated in Table 4.

Simulation Properties

A single Cu and Al2O3 particle impacting a polyamide

substrate was simulated using FEA software (ABAQUS/

Explicit 2018) with the Lagrangian approach. A � of the

symmetric model was conducted due to the nature of the

axisymmetric geometry. Figure 6(a) and (b) shows

designed geometry and boundary conditions. It was

assumed that a perfectly spherical shape particle impacts

on the substrate in the vertical direction. The geometry was

partitioned to accommodate the mesh element and mesh

density. The bottom substrate is encastre, while the sur-

faces on both sides are symmetrical. The symmetric

boundary conditions were applied to both the X-plane and

the Z-plane of the substrate geometry. The particle under-

goes an adiabatic process, and both the particle and the

substrate are selected as C3D8R (average strain an 8-node

linear brick with reduced integration).

The particle and the substrate interaction used the

available general contact, which is a node-to-surface

method. When the failure criteria are met, the elements are

deleted. This ensures the particle continues impacting into

the polymer substrate with the interior element eroded

smoothly. The hard contact model was used for the pres-

sure–overclosure relationship. A finite sliding formulation

was also used to allow the particle to move between the

substrate during the impact. The interaction between the

particle and the substrate uses the Coulomb friction model

for modeling the friction. The friction coefficient is set as

0.002. This assumes that the particle travels at a high

impact velocity that friction plays less of a role in adhering

onto a polymer substrate. The research between the particle

Table 3 Cu material constants used in the Johnson–Cook plasticity

model

Material property Material constants

q (kg/m3) 8.9 9 103

G (GPa) 44.7

A (MPa) 90

B (MPa) 292

n 0.31

C (MPa) 0.025

m 1.09

Tm (K) 1356

To (K) 298

Table 4 Al2O3 material constants used in the Drucker–Prager plas-

ticity model

Material property Material constants

q (kg/m3) 3.95 9 103

G (GPa) 91

Pt(GPa) 0.2

a 0.0029799

B 1.67

rC(GPa) 1.76

C 0.0091

C0 576,000

S 0.5
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and the substrate ratios limits the geometry size while

maintaining a practical computation calculation. Most

articles have pointed out that the particle impact onto the

substrate causes the stress to propagate and reflect onto the

particle because of the boundary condition set on the

substrate (Ref 32, 33). A parametric study effect of the

particle and the substrate ratios, mesh size, and hourglass

control have been done. This parametric study showed the

particle/substrate ratio can be set as 1:5 without influencing

the stress wave reflection. Furthermore, the mesh size and

hourglass control effect were examined to compare mesh

dependency while using the hourglass control to mitigate

mesh distortion. The results showed that with mesh size set

for the particle as 0.15 dp and the substrate as 0.1 dp

required less computation time while the particle’s rebound

velocity remains consistent with increase in mesh size.

(The dp stands for particle diameter). While the particle is

traveling at a high impact velocity, it is assumed that the

material reaches a specific strain range and fracture at the

polymer substrate’s contact region. In this research, it was

assumed that the polymer substrate fails as the strain

reaches 1.4.

Results and Discussion

Figure 7(a) shows an example of the polymer substrate

interlocking the embedded Cu particle (30 lm) with the

particle impact velocity at 300 m/s. The particle generally

retains its original shape while penetrating the polymer

substrate. Figure 7(b) shows the total energy distribution

diagram. The total energy is the total amount of friction

dissipation energy, internal energy, and kinetic energy. The

total energy is constant with increase in time. In addition,

the internal energy is the total amount of plastic dissipation

energy, strain energy, and artificial energy. Each of the

energy quantities shows the total equivalent amount adding

toward the internal energy with increase in time. The

plastic dissipation energy rises significantly with the

decrease in the kinetic energy. The strain energy increases

as the particle impacts the polymer substrate. As the par-

ticle kinetic energy reaches the lowest value, the strain

energy and the internal energy are highest. After, the strain

energy starts to decrease as the portion of the energy is

transferred to the kinetic energy and the plastic dissipation

energy, allowing the particle to rebound.

Eventually, the kinetic energy goes to zero, and the

particle is interlocked in the polymer substrate. Fig-

ure 7(c) shows the substrate strain’s evolution, and the

particle velocity increases with time. The strain energy

recovers 43%, resulting in the strain energy to transfer parts

of its energy onto the particle and causing the particle to

rebound. Four different times were extrapolated and sub-

plotted in Fig. 7(c) to show each FEA results. In case (1),

the particle penetrates the polymer substrate. In case (2),

the particle begins to rebound with the polymer substrate

recovery. For case (3) and case (4), the particle separates

from the polymer substrate’s bottom but remains attached

to the polymer substrate.

Figure 8(a) shows the Al2O3 particle (30lm) rebound

after impacting the polymer substrate at 300 m/s. The

plastic strain is shown in the polymer substrate, while no

plastic deformation occurs on the Al2O3 particle. Fig-

ure 8(b) shows the total energy distribution diagram. The

total energy is constant with increase in time, and each

portion of energy adds up to the total sum of the total

Fig. 6 (a) Initial conditions

used for the impact of the metal

particle on the substrate,

(b) mesh geometry and the

schematic view of the FE model
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energy. The result shows that the Al2O3 particle retains

19.5% kinetic energy after impacting the polymer sub-

strate. The Al2O3 particle retains a large portion of kinetic

energy with increase in time and allows the particle to

rebound. This shows with the same particle size and impact

velocity; Al2O3 particles are likely to rebound compared to

Cu particles.

The rebound velocity for all cases between particle

velocity from 100 to 500 m/s and particle size from 10 to

50 lm was conducted. The rebound velocity results were

then plotted as the kinetic energy lost (g) show in (9). The

formula for a fraction of kinetic energy lost (g) (9):

g ¼ V2
in � V2

r

V2
in

ðEq 9Þ

where Vin is the particle impact velocity and Vr is the

particle rebound velocity.

When the g is close to 1, the particle is sticking, and

closer to 0, it departs from the substrate. The rebound

velocity is considered in this research to identify the par-

ticle interlocking in the polymer substrate (particle sticking

in the substrate). The lower the rebound velocity, the par-

ticle is more inclined to adhere to the substrate. This

concept assumes that a high-speed particle penetrates the

substrate. However, in terms of plotting as the rebound

velocity or kinetic energy, the g value was chosen to be

plotted. This is because g value gives more precise, nor-

malized, distinct results, indicating that the particle is more

prone to stick onto the polymer substrate with increase in

particle size and impact velocity.

Figure 9(a) and (b) shows the g with increase in particle

size and particle velocity of the Al2O3 and Cu. The plotted

diagram shows the particle size in the field of 10-50 lm for

reflecting with the commercial particles distributed range

in Fig. 1. The g value in the mapped diagram shows that Cu

with the same particle size compared with the Al2O3 has a

better chance of coating on the polymer substrate under the

same particle velocity. Al2O3 particles need a particle

velocity of higher than 400 m/s to have a g higher than 0.9

for the particle to coated on the polymer substrate. As to

Cu, particle velocity reaching a 300 m/s already has g value

higher than 0.9. The total kinetic energy of the particle

dictates the overall polymer substrate deformation. At

constant particle velocity, the increased particle size

increased the kinetic energy and vice versa. With increase

in particle size and particle velocity, particles are inclined

to adhere to the polymer substrate. However, with the

mapped g value, a quantitive region can be predicted—the

mapped diagram provided information for narrowing down

the coating parameters’ prospect. The simulation results

provide the future users a minimum effort for coating on a

polymer substrate without wasting time and material. Thus,

the objective is to understand the particle’s minimum g
value to attach to the polymer substrate. Vertical lines were

drawn upon Fig. 10(a) and (b) at particle velocity 200 and

300 m/s (Al2O3 and Cu). Figure 10(a) shows that Al2O3 at

Fig. 7 (a) Plastic strain distribution of the particle (Cu) and the

substrate (polyamide), (b) evolution of energy distribution, (c) strain

and particle velocity in 30 lm particle and the substrate during the

entire process at an impact velocity of 400 m/s
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200 and 300 m/s has a g value smaller than 0.8, resulting in

no coating. In Fig. 10(b), the g value shows that Cu par-

ticles at an impact velocity of 300 m/s with particle size

range higher than 20 lm (g[ 0.9) were able to be suc-

cessfully coated onto the polymer surface. In contrast, Cu

at 200 m/s was not successfully (g\ 0.75).

Al2O3 and Cu particles at 300 and 200 m/s were cold

sprayed onto the polymer substrate, as shown in Fig. 10(a)

and (b) and 11(a) and (b). The particle velocity was con-

trolled by the input pressure with the results provided in

Fig. 4. In Fig. 10(a) and (b), the experiment results show

that only Cu particles attach to the polymer substrate at 300

m/s. The Cu particles coverage on the polymer substrate

was 31 %. Simultaneously, Al2O3 rebounded from the

polymer surface with particle velocity at 300 m/s (a few

Al2O3 residual particles were present but not as significant

Fig. 8 (a) Plastic distribution for the particle (Al2O3) and the substrate (Polyamide), (b) evolution of energy distribution

Fig. 9 Effect of particle size vs. particle velocity (a) Al2O3, (b) Cu

Fig. 10 Experimental results show the sprayed powders at 300 m/s with (a) Al2O3 before and after, (b) Cu before and after on the polyamide

substrate (scale bar is 50 lm in all figures)
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as Cu particles attaching onto the polymer substrate). No

large coating of particles is attached to the polymer surface

with the particle velocity at 200 m/s, shown in Fig. 12(a)

and (b). The surface of the polyamide shows the traces of

the particle rebound after cold spray. Thus, the simulation

results in Fig. 9 show that Al2O3 and Cu agree well with

the experiment results in Fig. 11(a) and (b). The experi-

ment results also show that the particle size embedded in

the polymer substrate is generally bigger than 10 lm. The

simulation results of an Al2O3 and Cu of 30 lm size

impacting the polymer substrate at 300 m/s are shown in

Fig. 12(a) and (b). Results show that Cu remains in the

polymer substrate, while Al2O3 already rebounds from the

polymer substrate at the same amount of time. Figure 13(a)

and (b) shows the Al2O3 and Cu particle impact velocities

at 300 and 200 m/s of the cumulative particle size distri-

bution and the g with increase in particle size. The g value

from Fig. 9(a) and (b) is superimposed in Fig. 13(a) and

(b). Results indicate that particle size increases and results

in a decrease in g value. Figure 13(a) shows Al2O3 particles

distribution low g at 300 m/s and 200 m/s. Figure 13(b)

shows that Cu particles have a high g relative 300 m/s over

200 m/s. As Fig. 11(b) shows, the Cu has a coverage of the

polymer surface of 31%. Thus, it is assumed in Fig. 13(b)

Fig. 11 Experimental results show the sprayed powders at 200 m/s (a) Al2O3 before and after, (b) Cu before and after on the polyamide substrate

(scale bar is 50 lm in all figures)

Fig. 12 Simulation results show the particle at 300 m/s (a) Al2O3, (b) Cu

Fig. 13 Particle at 300 m/s and 200 m/s with the response of the g, particle counts, and the cumulative particle distribution for (a) Al2O3, (b) Cu

after impacting polyamide substrate
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that particle size accumulation is about 69 %. The g value

is about 0.92, where g value closer to 1 guarantees a high

coverage of the polymer material substrate.

Conclusion

A three-network polymer model was used in this study to

capture the plastic deformation of the substrate from the

high-speed impact caused by cold-sprayed Cu and Al2O3.

This model was calibrated with the already available

polymer high-strain rates experiment results. The cold

spraying process parameters entail a specific microstruc-

ture that influences the sprayed polymer substrate’s

mechanical properties. A two-disk (plate) rotary system

was developed to easily measured the particle velocity, a

needed parameter for the model. The results show that an

increase in particle kinetic energy results in an increase in

the polymer viscoplastic deformation. As a result, the

particles are less likely to rebound due to the decrease in

strain energy and the gain of plastic deformation energy.

The fraction of kinetic energy lost, g, above 0.9, shows

good correspondence to the experimentally observed

adhesion of the particles and allows for the prediction of

process windows for a variety of materials. The numerical

results have been mapped into diagrams from the responses

of the particle’s kinetic energy lost after impacting and

further validate the experiment results of cold spraying

Al2O3 and Cu powders on the polyamide substrate. This

study demonstrates a model that provides a way to mini-

mize the trial and error processes for identifying successful

cold spray deposition on polymer substrates.
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